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Abstra t

In general, model-theoreti approa hes to syntax aim to des ribe the synta ti stru tures of natural languages by means of logi al formulae so that the stru tures are
models of these formulae. However, in pra ti e, the use of su h des riptions for
pro essing issues involves so mu h omplexity, that they appear to be more or less
useless for su h tasks. We present a simple formalism, whi h is based on temporal
logi , to spe ify sets of labeled binary trees. Then we show how to employ su h
temporal formulae in an Earley-style parsing formalism using labeled tableau methods. This may redu e the omplexity, sin e the resulting parsing formalism only
onsiders the models whose leaves represent the input string.

1

Introdu tion

Inspired by onstraint-based and prin iple-based grammar formalisms, several
model-theoreti approa hes [8℄ to syntax have attra ted attention over the last
de ade. Insofar as they di er from one another, they do so in their underlying
logi al framework; for instan e Kra ht [18℄ employs propositional dynami
logi , Bla kburn et al. [3℄ modal logi , Rogers [21℄ weak monadi se ond order
logi . Su h a formalism onsiders synta ti stru tures to be the models of a
parti ular formula spe ifying the synta ti properties of a language. Typi ally,
these stru tures are ordered trees whose nodes are labeled with symbols or
propositions of a nite domain.
Although these formalisms tell us a lot about the properties and the nature
of su h trees, we do not hear mu h about operational aspe ts like parsing or
generation. In the approa h presented here, we introdu e a parsing method
that employs a logi al des ription of trees as its grammati al base. The underlying logi al framework is a parti ular version of propositional bran hing time
1
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logi , sin e this formalism already provides tree-shaped models. Although the
generative power of temporal logi lies somewhere between dynami and modal
logi , it should be suÆ ient for most linguisti appli ations to stay within the
s ope of ontext-free languages. On the basis of this formalism, we onstru t
a tableau al ulus that builds valid tree models for a given formula. Afterwards, we present an Earley-based parsing formalisms for temporal formulae
that employs this tableau al ulus to dynami ally generate the grammati al
information whi h is ne essary for parsing an input string.
2

A Propositional Temporal Logi

for Binary Trees

A ording to its basi nature, bran hing temporal logi provides a anoni al
method to des ribe ertain sets of trees. In su h a framework the notion of time
is organized into dis rete points of time where ea h of them owns alternative
possible su essors. If we further assume that bran hing time lines never
join together and that there is a unique starting point, we obviously obtain
tree-like stru tures. As a ommon appli ation, su h trees are onsidered to
be the alternative omputations of nite-state on urrent systems, leading to
omputation tree logi CTL [5,6℄ and related formalisms. However, we must
take into a ount the basi di eren e between CTL stru tures and the trees
onsidered here: the number of tree nodes is nite and there is a linear order
imposed on the hildren of a node. Further, we restri t our attention to binary
trees, sin e binary onstituent stru tures typi ally o ur in natural languages.
Thus, they are ommonly used by natural language grammar formalism e.g.
Head-driven Phrase Stru ture Grammar (HPSG), Government and Binding
(GB), Minimalist Program (MP), Categorial Grammar (CG).
Looked at in formal terms CTL and related formalisms follow Arthur
Prior's [20℄ view, where temporal logi is used as a parti ular version of modal
logi whi h is more powerful than ordinary modal logi but whi h is also
properly embedded in propositional dynami logi . Moreover, most versions
of omputation tree logi distinguish between paths and nodes, whi h is essential for spe ifying ertain properties of on urrent systems. In the framework
onsidered here, the situation is less omplex, sin e due to the niteness we
ould show that ea h leaf in a nite tree uniquely represents a path and,
hen e, a path might be viewed as a leaf with parti ular properties. Hen e the
onditions on path an be transformed into onditions on tree nodes.
Given this view of trees, we only require the modalities that a ess to the
next immediate temporal states and the until-operator. For a binary tree,
we need two next-operators a essing the next left and the next right state.
Correspondingly, our language of propositional binary bran hing temporal
logi PBTL2 employs three basi modalities: the two operators Æ1 and Æ2,
whi h a ess the rst (left) and se ond (right) su essor, and the until-operator
that a ess to a sequen e of nodes until a ertain ondition be omes true.
U
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De nition 2.1 (Syntax of PBTL2 ) Given a nite set of propositions
fp; q; r; : : :g. The set of PBTL2 formulae (over P ) is de ned as follows:
W F F := > j ? j p j (') j :' j ' ^ j Æ1 ' j Æ2 ' j U '

P

=

Based on these operators, we an de ne the Boolean onne tives , ,
in the usual way and, in addition, the temporal operators next Æ'
(Æ1') (Æ2'), eventually 3'
' and hen eforth 2'
(
').
As mentioned above the underlying stru tures of PBTL2 onsists of ordered
nite binary trees, where ea h node is labeled with a set of propositions of
a given set . In ontrast to standard temporal logi , we assume that every
bran h of the tree ends at a leaf node and it in ludes a nite number of nodes.
We represent su h a stru ture as a nite subset t 1; 2  whi h is losed
under pre xes, i.e. for all w:a t with w 1; 2  and a 1; 2 we have
w t, where " denotes the root. In addition, a right su essor always requires
a orresponding left su essor, i.e. for all w:2 t there is w:1 t. We
interpret PBTL2 formulae over triples (t; h; n) representing nodes n t in a
labeled binary tree domain T = (t; h) where t 1; 2  is a tree domain and
h : t 2 is a labeling fun tion:
De nition 2.2 (Semanti s of PBTL2 )
 (t; h; n) =
and (t; h; n) = .
 (t; h; n) = p i p
h(n) for every proposition p
.
 (t; h; n) = ' i (t; h; n) = '.
 (t; h; n) = '
i (t; h; n) = ' and (t; h; n) = .
 (t; h; n) = Æ1 ' i n:1
t and (t; h; n:1) = '.
 (t; h; n) = Æ2 ' i n:1; n:2
t and (t; h; n:2) = '.
 (t; h; n) =
' i there is a = a1 a
1; 2 for some k 0 su h that
(t; h; na) = ' and (t; h; na1 a ) = for all 0 < i < k.
The tree T = (t; h) satis es a PBTL2 formula ' if and only if the root of
T satis es ', i.e. (t; h; ") = '. As an alternative to this root-based semanti
of (t; n) = ', we ould employ the universal interpretation, where all nodes n
of (t; h) must satisfy ' but whi h would be equivalent to (t; h) = 2'. For our
purpose we prefer the root-based semanti sin e this interpretation enables
us to onstru t trees starting from the root, while separating and analyzing a
formula.
Another aspe t we have not taken into a ount so far on erns the expressive power of PBTL2 . In temporal terms, this formalism only onsiders
the `future' of a state but ignores its past. Nevertheless, there are some results on erning the strong orresponden e that holds between temporal logi ,
past temporal logi and rst-order logi . For the linear ase this an be obtained from [17,13℄ and for binary trees from [16℄. If this were applied to
PBTL2 , additional past operators would not in rease the overall expressivity.
For instan e, if we want to state that all nodes satisfying some ondition '
3
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must have a parent satisfying , we ould employ the non-past formulation
' 2'(Æ'
). A ordingly, the models of PBTL2 are the set of binary
trees des ribed by a orresponding version of rst-order logi on binary trees.
:

3

^
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A Tableau-based Constru tion of Tree Models

Now we introdu e a method that generates the tree models of a given PBTL2
formula. Our solution follows similar approa hes to onstru ting orresponding tree automata [10,2,23℄. Unfortunately, these approa hes employ variants of alternating tree automata for in nite trees, whi h allow linear time
model he king, but require in general exponential time for generating at
least one tree. Therefore, we employ a tableau-based method that onstru ts
plain tree models whi h relates to similar approa hes in the CTL framework
[1,11,12,24,19℄. Typi ally, a tableau al ulus denotes a proof method, however, it an also be viewed as a formalism that onstru ts models for a given
formula. Within a modal framework we an extend the tableau formulae with
ertain labels that indi ate the underlying rea hability relation. Consequently,
su h a labeled tableau system may provide the models of a given formula. The
onstru tion fails if all bran hes of the tableau are losed. But every bran h
that is not losed represents a model of the underlying formula where the labels of the formulae o urring in this bran h represent the internal stru ture
of that model. Afterwards, we use this approa h to onstru ting tree models
to handle the parsing a tions of a modi ed Earley-parser for PBTL2 .
In formal terms, a tableau al ulus denotes a system of rules that extends a
given set of formulae in a parti ular manner. The result is a tree-like stru ture,
where ea h bran h denotes a ertain alternative. For a detailed dis ussion of
tableau methods in a modal or a temporal framework, we refer to [4,14℄. A
tableau rule with the name ( ) onsists of a premise and a nite number
of alternative on lusions 1 : : : written as
P

C j

jCk

( )

P

1

C j    jCk

In our approa h, the premise onsists of a single labeled formula, while the
on lusions are sets of labeled formulae. We read a tableau rule downward,
i.e. \if the premise is satis able then so is at least one of the on lusions".
A nite set of tableau rules, whi h are identi ed by their rule names, denotes
a tableau al ulus . Within our approa h, a given non-atomi formulae
mat hes exa tly the premise of a single tableau rule. Therefore no other
tableau rule an be applied to this formulae. For a given nite set of formulae
X = '1 ; : : : ; ' we onstru t the tableau tree
(X ) a ording to the
following steps:
 Ea h tree node represents a single formula, where we arrange the initial
formulae ":: '1; : : : ; ":: ' in an arbitrary verti al linear sequen e and mark
them as a tive nodes.
4
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Atomi formulae :: p and :: p for some p
are always ina tive and
an be never a tivated.
 If an a tive formula  :: ' in an open bran h
mat hes the premise of a
rule, then we add its on lusions as a tive nodes at the end of the bran h
so that a rule with n on lusions leads to an n bran hing node. We only
add labeled formulae that do not already o ur on this bran h, ex ept this
would rule out a ertain alternative. In this ase we still add this formulae
but mark it as ina tive [15℄.
 After we handled all open bran hes of the a tive formula under onsideration, this formula be omes ina tive.
 If we add  ::
to any bran h or if we add :: to some bran h in luding
 :: , then the bran h under onsideration is marked as losed. A node also
be omes ina tive if all bran hes in luding it are losed.
A tableau is losed if all bran hes are losed. A bran h is nished if either it
is losed or no rule an be applied to one of its formulae (without introdu ing
no new formulae on this bran h). The tableau is nished if all bran hes are
nished. To express the immediate dominan e relation of the tree models, we
asso iate ea h formula with a parti ular label  where the labels :1 and :2
indi ate the left and the right su essors of a node. These labels distinguish
formulae that are assigned to di erent tree nodes and they express how the
tableau formulae are stru turally related to ea h other.
To onstru t the tableau rules, we re onsider the (intended) semanti s
of the PBTL2 formulae. Obviously, the rules should handle ea h type of
formula uniquely by separating it into orresponding subformulae obeying the
parti ular stru ture of binary trees and the formal properties of temporal and
modal logi . For ea h operator, ex ept the one for negation, we onsider the
original positive version and its negated ounterpart. Thus, we must handle
the negation operators only for the propositions in , the Boolean onstants
and and the atomi next-operators Æ1 and Æ2 :


:

2 P

B

?

:

P

>

?
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( ) ::::'';
^

>

( )  :: (' )
 :: '  ::

^

:

:^

^

:

(Æ1 )  :: Æ1'
 :: leaf1
:1 :: '

:

Æ1 )

:

 :: :Æ1 '
 :: leaf1 ; leaf2  :: :leaf1
:1 :: :'

(

Æ2 )

:
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:

::

 :: Æ2 '
 :: :leaf1 ; :leaf2
:2 :: '

(Æ2)

:

(

( )  :: :: ''

 :: :Æ2 '
 :: leaf2  :: :leaf1 ; :leaf2
:2 :: :'
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 :: U '
 :: '  :: :'; ; :leaf1  :: :'; ; :leaf1 ; :leaf2
:1 :: U '
:2 :: U '
 :: :( U ')
(: U )
 :: :'; :  :: :';
 :: :';
 :: :'; ; :leaf1 ; :leaf2
 :: leaf1 ; leaf2  :: :leaf1 ; leaf2 :1 :: :( U ')
:1 :: :( U ') :2 :: :( U ')
Obviously, these rules state again the semanti properties of PBTL2 . The
auxiliary propositions leaf1 and leaf2 handle the atomi next-operators Æ1 >,

( )
U

Æ2 , Æ1 and Æ2 , whi h indi ate whether a node has no left or no right
> :

>

:

>

su essor, respe tively. For pure propositional formulae, the stru ture below a
node does not a e t its validity in any way. Therefore, a simple tableau with
the single node ":: p represents all binary trees, where the root in ludes the
proposition p. A ordingly, for some open bran h in a tableau (X ) we
de ne T ( ) as the set of binary trees des ribed by that properly meet the
auxiliary propositions leaf1 and leaf2 , too. In addition, the set TT C (X ) denotes
the set of binary trees des ribed by the tableau (X ).
Theorem 3.1
is omplete, i.e. for every nite binary tree (t; h) and every
B

B

T C

B

T C

T C

PBTL2 formula ' it is true that:
(t; h) 2 TT C (') i

(t; h) = '
Proof (Sket h) By the way of onstru ting the rules presented above, we
obtain, more or less obviously, the on lusion that every nite binary tree
(t; h) TT C (') satis es the formula '. However, we need more e ort to establish the opposite dire tion, laiming that every nite binary tree satisfying
some PBTL2 formula ' an be obtained by this tableau al ulus. We must
show that for every nite binary tree T = (t; h) satisfying ' there is an open
bran h
(') su h that represents (t; h). By indu tion on the tree
stru ture we show that we an onstru t an open bran h , where all nodes
n in T meet the following onditions:
(i) If p h(n) then n:: p
.
(ii) If p h(n) then n:: p
.
(iii) If n is not in then there is an an estor n su h that n is an -node,
i.e. n :: a
for any a leaf1; leaf1; leaf2 ; leaf2
The last ondition indi ates the ase where the stru ture below n is arbitrary.
For the indu tion we assume an un nished tableau where we extend in an
appropriate manner by employing tableau rules. We start the indu tion by
onsidering the ase (t; h; ") = '. Sin e ' has a model and our tableau al ulus
is orre t, (') in ludes at least one open bran h. Due to the initialization,
every bran h of the tableau (') starts with ":: '. Thus, as demanded,
6
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there is at least one open bran h in luding ":: '. Now we onsider some nodes
n = a1 : : : a +1 in T with a1 ; : : : ; a +1
1; 2 . If n is a valid label in ,
we show that we an expand by employing individual tableau rules so that
it in ludes the appropriate formulae wearing the label n. Otherwise, if n is
absent in , it must meet the ondition (iii) and so does n and any other
des endant of n . Now we show how to determine the appropriate n-labeled
formulae, but only for the ase, where n = n :1 and n ::  . The proof for
n = n :2 and the remaining formulae is similar. From the tableau onstru tion
follows that ":: ' entails n ::  and onsequently (t; h; n ) =  . Now we
an expand B in three alternative ways using the -rule. The rst alternative
n :: makes no statements on erning n. Thus, if no other formula adds a
(negated) auxiliary label, n is an -node. The se ond one adds n::  and
the third one impli itly adds n:: . A ording to the semanti s of PBTL2
as spe i ed in Def. 2.2, n must satisfy or it must have a su essor n :a
with a 1; 2 that satis es  and  . If the rst one is true, we sele t
the rst alternative. Otherwise we sele t the se ond or the third alternative,
if a = 1 or a = 2, respe tively. Afterwards it ould be ne essary to employ
some propositional rules ( ), ( ), ( ). However their appli ation would never
lose the bran h . Consequently, the node n meets the onditions we laimed
above for the resulting expanded bran h.
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An Earley-Parser for

PBTL2

The tableau formalism introdu ed above an be employed to onstru t all
binary trees that are models for a given PBTL2formula. It is further possible
to reate a tree automaton generating this set of trees, where the states q Q
orrespond to sets of formulae wearing the same label and where the transition
relation Æ Q 2P Q Q an be obtained as follows:
Æ (q; S; q1 ; q2 ) i q =  ( ) q1 = :1( ) q2 = :2( ) S  ( )
for some tableau bran h and some label  where ( ) := ' :: '
and
S ( )
expresses that the propositions p S are onsistent with ( ).
However, the number of states might be exponential with respe t to the size of
the underlying PBTL2 formulae, and so might be the resulting tree automaton.
Although when a tree automaton and, hen e, the orresponding ontext-free
grammar is used, parsing an input senten e requires, at most, ubi time
with respe t to the length of the input, this time ould be exponential with
respe t to the length of the underlying PBTL2 formula. We try to avoid
this exponential growth by sele ting only those parts of the transitions that
are ne essary for parsing a given input senten e. Nevertheless, in general,
exponential growth annot be avoided. Su h ases o ur if the input imposes
only a weak restri tion on the possible stru tures. For instan e, the formula
2(p1 : : : p ) with = p1; : : : ; p a epts any input string, but it has
k alternatives for ea h node. Sin e PBTL2 works downward in a tree, we
employ a top-down parsing formalism, namely an Earley-parser [9℄. Instead of
7
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employing the rules of a ontext-free grammar, we dynami ally generate triples
of sets of onsistent PBTL2 formulae using the tableau formalism de ned
above. For a given PBTL2 formula ' we assume to have the whole nished
tableau (X ), but a tually we only dynami ally generate the required parts
of it.
Now let A be a set of all PBTL2 formulae wearing the same label  in some
bran h of (X ), where X = '1; : : : ; ' is the given nite set of PBTL2
formulae. Then, by applying the -rules to A, we an onstru t alternative
pairs of sets B and C , representing the left and right su essor of A. Provided
that A is -saturated, i.e. no more -rules an be applied to it, we do
not need any information on erning the bran h or the label , and the sets
B and C are -saturated, too. For an absent su essor, the orresponding
set B or C is empty where the auxiliary propositions leaf1 and leaf2 must be
set a ordingly. If A denotes a proposition, i.e. no temporal operator o urs
and, hen e, no auxiliary proposition, the stru ture below it is arbitrary, whi h
is expressed by the spe ial symbol ; thus, we set B = C = . Hen e, if
A, B and C meet these onditions, we write A; B; C
(X ). Moreover,
root( (X )) denotes the set of initial sets whi h are the -saturated sets of
formulae wearing the label ".
Basi ally, an Earley-type parser works on a set of parsing items. Within
our approa h a parsing item p; A; B; C; i; j states that we have re ognized the
part w +1 : : : w of the input string w = w1 : : : w (with 0 i j n) for a
subtree with the root A and the left and right su essor B and C , respe tively.
The position p l; m; r indi ates the position of the `dot': p = l, the left
position, i.e. no part of the input string was re ognized; p = m, the middle,
i.e. the part below B has been re ognized, but the part below C still needs
to be re ognized; p = r, i.e. the right position, the whole subtree has been
re ognized su essfully. The set of parsing items I for an input string w1 : : : w
is built by the following Earley-parsing operations:
T C

T C

f
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T C

T C
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T C
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Initialize
For all hA; B; C i 2 root(T C (X )) let hl; A; B; C; 0; 0i 2 I
Expand
If hl; A; B; C; i; ii 2 I then hl; B; B1; B2; i; ii 2 I
for ea h hB; B1; B2i 2 T C (X )
If hm; A; B; C; i; j i 2 I then hl; C; C1; C2; j; j i 2 I
for ea h hC; C1; C2i 2 T C (X )
Shift
If hl; A; ;; ;; i; ii 2 I and w j= A then hr; A; ;; ;; i; i +1i 2 I .
If hm; A; B; ;; i; j i 2 I then hr; A; B; ;; i; j i 2 I .
If hl; A; ; ; i; ii 2 I then hr; A; ; ; i; ki 2 I for i  k  n
Complete
If hl; A; B; C; i; ii; hr; B; B1; B2; i; j i 2 I
then let hm; A; B; C; i; j i 2 I
i
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If m; A; B; C; i; j ; r; C; C1; C2; j; k
then let r; A; B; C; i; k I
h

i h

h

i 2

I

i 2

A ept



There is A; B; C root( (X )) with r; A; B; C; 0; n I
The operation Initialize introdu es the root properties to the item set. Next
we re ursively employ the expand operation to predi t the possible left des endants of the root. After there is no further possible predi tion, we read the
rst input symbol using the shift operation. A su essful shift moves the `dot'
from the left to the right position in the orresponding item. Moreover, every
shift possibly triggers a omplete operation whi h ompletes an item predi ted
previously. In addition, this an also trigger further omplete operations. Likewise, we repeat this s heme of expand, shift and omplete operations until the
whole input string has been pro eeded. We a ept the input string if I inludes the item r; A; B; C; 0; n for some A; B; C root( (X )). A tually,
ea h item r; A; B; C; i; j I des ribes a set of (sub-)trees T (A; i; j ) over
w +1 : : : w , where the root satis es A. This set an be obtained as follows:
T (i; k; A) =  [A; ; ℄ r; A; ; ; i; k I
 [A; ; ℄ r; A; ; ; i; k I
 [A; T (B; i; k)℄ r; A; B; ; i; k I
 [A; T (B; i; j ); T (C; j; k)℄ r; A; B; C; i; k I; i<j <k
where the tree onstru tor  [A; t1 ; t2℄ generates a tree su h that the root wears
the label A and it has the left and right subtrees t1 and t2 , respe tively.
Moreover,  [A; B; ℄ denotes a single bran hing root,  [A; ; ℄ denotes a leaf,
and  [A; ; ℄ denotes a an -tree. Consequently, T (A; 0; n) is the set of
parse trees for the input string w1 w .
Our parsing method ombines tableau resolution with a standard Earleyparser using forward haining te hniques. To establish the intended behaviour
we must show that the parser is orre t, i.e. every resulting parse tree (t; h)
satis es X , and more important, the parser is omplete, i.e. it generates
every tree that mat hes the input string and that satis es the underlying tree
formulae.
h
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Theorem 4.1 The Earley-based parser for PBTL2 is orre t and omplete.
Proof (Sket h) Sin e the expand operation employs the tableau rules, it

only predi ts parts of the tree that o ur in the orresponding bran h of the
tableau (X ). However, ea h parse tree onsists of ompleted items that
were predi ted previously, so it must be in TT C (X ) and, a ording to Theorem 3.1, it satis es '. For the ompleteness we employ the method presented by Sikkel[22℄ that shows by indu tion that the parser an generate
every item p; A; B; C; i; j that orrespond to tree node n. In our ase this
node means some label  with A = ( ), B = :1( ), C = ( ) for some
bran h
(X ) where the leaves of mat h the input string w. Basi ally,
we must determine the minimal number d( p; A; B; C; i; j ) of parsing oper9
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ations that are ne essary to generate this item. Then, by indu tion on this
number, any item generated by k minimal operations is generated by items
requiring less than k operations. To employ this method we must arry out
some modi ations. One on erns the number of ontext-free derivations, the
se ond one on erns the use of ontext-free rules, sin e either of these issues
does not dire tly mat h our formalism. Obviously, a ontext-free derivation
A
w : : : w is equal to the number of non-leaf nodes in the orresponding
subtree. Moreover we an onsider any triple A; B; C
(' as a ontextfree rule A BC . When using these modi ations, we an apply the proof
of ompleteness presented in [22℄ to our approa h.
2
Finally, we make some remarks on erning the omplexity of our parsing
formalism for PBTL2 formulae. Obviously, the Earley-based part requires at
most ubi time with respe t to the length of the input string. However, the
ru ial value results from the number of triples A; B; C
(X ) provided
by the tableau. Their number is a most exponential with respe t to the length
of the given formula, sin e the sets A, B , C orrespond to subsets of the set
of subformulae obtained from the given formula. On e again we onsider the
tableau as a tree-automaton, that in ludes an exponential number of states
q in the worst ase. Thus it is possible to onsider an exponential number
of triples A; B; C while parsing an input string. Now we an interpret the
resulting set of parsing items as the result obtained by interse ting the tree
automaton for the grammar and the tree automaton generating all trees over
the given input string w, whi h has been already suggested in [7℄. For the
se ond tree automaton, we only require states for ea h pair (i; j ) with 0
i < j n so that a state q spans over the se tion w +1 : : : w of the input
string. The number of su h states is bound by n2 . After interse ting both
tree automata, we obtain states onsisting of pairs of states q and q , whi h
orrespond to the parsing items. However, the exponential worst ase s enario
remain. But this may not apply to every input string and every underlying
PBTL2 formula '. For instan e, if ' in ludes strong stru tural restri tions
that only allow a small number of stru tures over (a part of) the input string,
then only a small se tion of the states must be onsidered. In general, we an
approximately state that the more stru tural restri tions we have, the less is
the omplexity and the less is the number of possible valid trees for some input
string. However, in natural language we often obtain only a small number of
possible synta ti stru tures for an input senten e. Thus one an expe t a
omplexity far below exponential for su h appli ations.
s
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Con luding Remarks

We have sket hed an Earley-like parsing formalism that is based on a modeltheoreti des ription of syntax by means of a parti ular version of bran hing
time logi . Although this approa h makes use of the strong relationship between bran hing time and top-down parsing, this is not a general limitation.
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Obviously, one might apture other methods like head- orner parsing by introdu ing appropriate temporal modalities.
For evaluation purposes, some parts of this approa h have been implemented in Prolog. However, the results we have obtained so far are too weak
to make any general statements in this respe t. Nevertheless, the simpli ity
of the Earley-formalism presented above o ers several points of departure for
improving time and spa e omplexity. Another area of improvement would
involve ombing it with (partially) lexi alized grammars, where lexi al stru tures are given as additional formulae that an be in luded in the expand
operation, whi h must be adopted orrespondingly.
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